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Well, I don’t know about you guys but I’m getting a bit sick of the 
fickle nature of Perth weather! One day its warm, calm and sunny 
and 12 hours later it’s raining and blowing its guts out! Truly 
frustrating! What’s worse is that we have to keep cancelling and 
rescheduling events, which is a pain in the ar…backside. We are 
nearly halfway through the calendar year and have flown less 
than 4 of the scheduled events. It’s nobody’s fault – we aren’t in 
control of the elements - but it doesn’t make it any less 
frustrating. Still – it does make for more building time and I hope 
you are all taking advantage of the extra shed hours to refresh 
your fleet or finish off some of those projects that have been 
lurking in the corner of your man-cave.  
 
A new Geezer! 
I would like to take this opportunity to welcome a new member of 
the Geezer team – Mike Butcher! Mike has graciously 
volunteered to be co-edit The Geezer with me and brings a 
wealth of experience from years of editing various club and 
association magazines – most recently the Beverley Soaring 
Association newsletter. Beware! :At some point you can expect 
Mike “The Newshound” Butcher to be contacting you to conduct 
in depth interviews and extract your deepest, darkest modelling 
secrets! We will get content: one way or another!! 
 
Pay up to play up.. 
Those that weren’t in attendance at our AGM will be pleased to 
know that the committee remains unchanged for the 2014/2015 
year – as do the club fees! If you haven’t already done so, prise 
open your purses, clear away the moths and send $150 in legal 
currency to our “Keeper of Coin” Paul Baartz so that you may 
continue to enjoy the convivial surrounds of our world class flying 
facilities. 
 
Field of Dreams.. 
Work continues in the background to secure a more permanent 
location for our flying operations. An ‘A’ class reserve (gov’t 
owned, locally administered) has been located in Keysbrook and 
the council are agreeable to us utilizing it for our needs. The 
committee is currently reviewing the suitability and leasing 
arrangements of this area and will report further at the July 
meeting. 
 
Facebookin’ across the universe.. 
Don’t forget thte SAM270 Facebook page is up and running and 
will be used to notify attached profiles of any changes to events 
and to post club activities. Just search for Sam270 on facebook, 
like the page and you are in! While on the subject: keep an eye 
on email and Facebook for the rescheduled competition dates 
and times. 
 
The perennial call.. 
Since our competition season has been so drastically interrupted 
by the weather gods I am once again scratching for content. 
There must be something going on in the wide world of SAM270 
and I refuse to believe you are all illiterate or technophobic! If you 
are building, flying, reading, watching or doing anything 
interesting or have any old articles/pictures/recollections please 
send them in!!  
 
Troy Latto & Mike Butcher 
Editors-in-Arms. 

 
SAM270 Antique 38, June 29, Oakford Field 
 
In what has become de rigour for events this season, Perth 
turned on a blustery day for antique 38 – along with all the 
attendant trouble and strife! Everyone struggled in the wind, 
with numerous out landings and not a great deal of lift to be 
found. 
 
George Car’s ED powered Folly seemed to be the best able to 
handle the conditions as it used its extended engine run and 
smaller wing plan to penetrate further upwind within the 
allotted time slot. Greg McLure used a similar tactic with his 
Mills 1.3 powered Ollie but its lack of power meant it was 
slightly less effective. 
 

 
George’s ED powered “Folly” on approach 

 
Dicko’s superb Tlush “Texaco Winner” (fresh from its splashy 
debut at Canowindra) was re-propped for performance – a 
decision which was to prove beneficial, as the 14 x 6 gave the 
Anderson Spitfire greater opportunity to flex its considerable 
muscles and pull the 6 pound airframe to greater altitude. The 
extra weight also helped with the stability in strong winds, 
giving Dicko the overall winning edge. 
 

 
The spectacular “Texaco Winner” on glide.. 

 
Rod McDonald was the hard luck story of the day, with his 
gorgeous ED Powered “Cyclone” putting in some solid times 
before suffering radio failure at altitude and blowing away 
toward Byford. We all really felt for Rod and hope he retrieves 
the errant model soon. 
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Rod and Hans release the ill-fated “Cyclone” on its last 

controlled journey.. 
 

Kevin Hooper is still struggling to drag enough power out of his 
Spitfire powered “Miss America” to make it a competitive force 
in this event. It’s hoped that more tinkering with propellers and 
fuel mixes will help get him skyward at a more rapid pace and 
in to the winners circle. 
 

 
Kevin Hoopers “Miss America” on glide. Needs to find some 

more horses under the bonnet.. 
 
Congrats to Ian Dixon, Greg McLure and George Car for taking 
out the podium placings. 
 

 
Ian, Greg and George grit their teeth and pose for the camera 

in the icy winds.. 
 
Antique 38 remains a popular RC Assist old timer event and is 
probably the closest we can get to modelling in the 1930’s 
without having to race across paddocks in T-model fords or 
dress in 3 piece suits. Here’s hoping that the AWA A38 event in 
November is blessed with better conditions. Thanks to all those 
who turned out and flew/timed. 
 
Ed (via Ian Dixon), Photo’s: Mike B. 

2014 SAM ODYSSEY: THE TALE OF 4 OLD GEEZERS 
WHO TRAVELED 8,000KM TO GO FLYING. –  

BY IAN “DICKO” DIXON 
 
SAM270 is a bunch of enthusiastic vintage modellers based in 
Perth Western Australia who don't mind the odd comp or two.  
 
The Aussie SAM champs are held annually at Bog Wood farm 
located in central New South Wales with Members from all the 
Sam Chapters in Australia represented at the champs. 
SAM270 try to make an appearance every second year and 
2014 was the third time Troy Latto and myself have made the 
trip. It was the second time for Richard Sutherland and we 
welcomed Kevin Hooper to “Team270” for the first time. 
 

 
The models loaded and ready for the trip to Sydney. 
 
The journey begins with the packing and shipping of our 
models by road freight to Sydney the week before we set off. 
41 aircraft where packed into timber creates  and sent by road 
freight to a fellow aero modeller who's business is located in 
the outer suburbs of Sydney who has a warehouse and fork 
lift to unload the gear ready for us to collect. We then set off a 
week later at midnight by air and make the 5 hour flight from 
Perth to Sydney, arrive at 6am local time ( time difference of 
two hours ) coffee, regroup and taxi to the hire car company to 
pick up a large van suitable to transport our crates. A quick 
visit to one of our larger hardware stores for a shade shelter, 
chairs and bits and pieces then the 1 hour drive to collect our 
crates. Once collected a further 5 hours’ drive to the country 
town of Canowindra central NSW. 
 
We arrive at 3 pm to perfect weather, and a friendly face at 
the old Vic Hotel which would be our home for the next 7 
days. We Dropped our bags, collected Hoops and drove to 
Bog Wood farm to unpack the models and check to make sure 
nothing was damaged during transit. Our host Paul Farthing, 
who prepares an absolutely perfect venue, had once again 
excelled himself. The venue is picture perfect, with almost the 
entire take-off area being mowed lawn and the rest being not 
much longer. Three control line circles were perfectly mowed 
and simply begging for a set of lines to be rolled out and flown 
over. 
 
We spent the rest of the day unloading the crates from our 
van into Paul's farm shed, unpacking the models and checking 
that all was ok in preparation for the events that followed over 
the next 5 days. We set up our shade shelter that would 
become SAM270’s base on the edge of the flying area with a 
perfect view of the action. 
 
After a long day it was back to the hotel for dinner, several 
beers and to plan our challenge. The dinner and several beers 
would become the norm at the end of each day whilst at the 
Champs to reflect on our successes, discuss where we went 
wrong and plan for the next day’s events (sounds lofty, but 
mostly we just drank and laughed at each other – ed). 
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Day one, Wednesday.  

With a slightly fuzzy feeling from the previous night’s beers we 
made our journey to Bog wood at 8am for registration and 
model scrutineering, followed by some control line Phantom 
Racing. Between the four of us we had taken 12 phantoms to 
fly in the various classes. In addition to the Phantoms which 
were powered with diesels of around 2cc capacity, we brought 
3 Kiel Kraft Champs powered by side port diesels in the .6 to 
.75 range. As the day progressed and others arrived we were 
re acquainted with some of the best vintage modellers in the 
country- all of whom are truly some of the nicest people you 
could ever meet. In true Australian form, it wasn't long before 
the banter started and the tongue in cheek insults began to fly. 
This made for a fairly relaxed day and the opportunity to check 
out the competition. 
 
Day two, Thursday  

An early start with the first event vintage Free Flight scheduled 
for an 8am start. Both Troy and I had entered, with Troy flying a 
Taipan 1.5cc powered Stomper, (re built and untested from 
previous outings) and myself with a repro Oliver Tiger powered 
Creep. As usual with untrimmed models and time against you, 
you have to just put up the flights and hope for the best. Troy 
was in luck with his Stomper performing reasonably well 
(despite a somewhat unorthodox power climb) and he 
managed to put in 4 flights and record some reasonable times. 
Unfortunately for me, my untrimmed Creep needed some 
adjusting; by the time I put in my 4th flight it was going 
reasonably well but D-T’d early to spoil what would have been 
a max. 
 

 
Dicko launching the Creep in vintage Free Flight whilst Troy 

prepares for cabin duration 
 
Next up was the cabin ratio event. Troy and I were the only 
entries and both flew Mills powered Veron cardinals. The 
weather was perfect with almost no drift although the longish 
Canola Crop was very wet resulting in waterlogged shoes and 
soaking wet socks, so we were going to have to grin and bear it 
for the rest of the day. I also entered an Olson 23 side port 
powered out-O-site in vintage free flight but sheared a 
crankshaft before I could put in a flight - bad luck some would 
say. Richard and Kevin didn’t fly in the FF events but in the 
team spirit assisted with stop watches and recited words of 
encouragement when they could see frustration on our faces. 
 
Following the free flight was Vintage RC Glider. Troy flew a 
borrowed Argestes built by Greg McClure. Richard flew a Satyr 
that he only finished the night before in the hotel room, (some 
things never change) 
 
There were some great looking gliders entered, especially the 
Fillions Champion Built and flown by Brian Laughton from 
Victoria. This model ended up taking out the Concourse award 
after being voted best on field by the competitors at the 
presentation dinner. 
 

  
Covering the wings the day before the comp 

 
I flew a 150% Snoek, a design by my old friend Dick Twomey 
who had kindly sent me the drawing the previous year. We all 
did reasonably well with Troy coming in 9th place and Richard 
in 8th and myself in 5th place. SAM270 was starting to make 
its mark.  
 
(Sorry Dick - with a little more practice I'm sure I could have 
brought home the gold for both of us. But then there are 
always the next champs to look forward to!) 
 

 
2 x Satyr: 1 x Richard Sutherland, 1 x Colin Collyer 

 
 

 
Argestes, Snoek and Satyr – Team270 gliding hardware. 
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The afternoon saw the RC scramble event; this is for cabin 
models designed pre 1960 with the maximum power being 1cc. 
I had not flown this event previously but it sounded like a lot of 
fun. Both Troy and I had entered flying Tomboys (as did most 
of the field – ed), Troy with a MP Jet .06 and myself with an 
Irvine mills .75. And a lot of fun it was to see some of those 
rickety old legs going full pace across the field to retrieve 
models! This was a serious event and the guns were out, one 
slip or slow starting motor and your chances were over. The 
final 3 top placing’s were only 61 seconds apart over a 
45minute event - that’s only 1 minute difference! SAM270 did 
well with Troy placing 3rd and myself scraping in 1st, barely 
ahead of Mick Walsh from Qld.  
 
Whilst Troy and I flew the scramble, Kevin and Richard were 
putting in some Phantom flying and recording some good 
times. An exhausting day with 4 events flown; 1 broken engine; 
2 x1st places; 1 x 2nd place and a 3rd for SAM270. Not to 
mention very wet shoes and socks that needed to be dried out 
with Richard’s heat gun. 
 
After a short break, Troy and I wound down with some phantom 
flying to record some times. By the time we had finished with 
day two it was almost dark and we drove back into town in a 
tired silence to clean up before dinner and the numerous beers 
at the local Pub. 
 
To be continued.. 
______________________________________________ 
Poets corner 
 
Ian Dixon has (he says) been the victim of a concerted 
campaign to malign his lack of shouting ability at certain 
national flying events. As all of those among us who are fair 
dinkum know, not shouting at the pub is still a hanging offence 
in some parts of this country and such accusations must be 
dealt with quickly by either A: buying lots of beer for your mates 
or B: trial by combat. 
 
The picture below shows the path Ian chose to defend his 
reputation and submits to his detractors that the matter is now 
closed until the SAM 1788 Champ’s in 2016. I suspect a 
suitable response from the East is pending. 
 

 
______________________________________________ 
CLUB Meetings 
 
Meetings will be held on the second Friday of every 
month at Paul Baartz’s place - 20 Granville Way, 
Willetton. Meetings kickoff at 8pm sharp, The waffle 
kicks off about 10 mins later. Bring yourself and a sense 
of humour. Tea and coffee will be provided. Stronger 
Beveridge’s are at your own expense and will be 
gratefully consumed when you’re not looking. 
 
 

2014 SAM270 “Paul Baartz Shield” 
Progress table 

 
SAM No. Name  Club Points 
SAM27023 G McLure  7 
SAM27017 I Dixon   6 
SAM27012 G Dickens  4 
SAM27031 G Car   3 
SAM2706 R McDonald  2 
SAM27021 K Hooper  2 
SAM2704 T Latto   1 
SAM27027 M Butcher  1 
SAM2703 R Rowson  1 
SAM27022 R Sherburn   
SAM2701 P Baartz    
SAM27024 R Sutherland   
SAM27014 H Van Leeuwen   
SAM27025 L Isitt    
SAM27028 R Silbereisen   
SAM27030 P Everitt    
SAM27013 A Trott    
SAM27015 G Cook    
SAM27016 J Voak    
SAM27019 R Bovell    
SAM2702 P Spencer   
SAM2707 D Bentley   
SAM2709 G Sayers   
SAM27010 G Eyres    
SAM27011 R Hoogenkamp   
SAM27020 C Behr    
SAM27026 B Slyns-Daniels   
SAM27029 C Edwards   
___________________________________________________ 
 
“Paul Baartz Shield” criteria 
SAM270 is presenting all club events for the 2012 flying 
season. Participation is open to all AWA affiliated pilots 
but trophies and points will only be awarded to 
SAM270 members. SAM270 membership is 
automatically awarded to new and re-joining WAMAC 
members and numbers will be allocated on a sequential 
basis. Once you are allocated a SAM number, it’s yours 
for life and it will not be re-allocated. An entry fee for 
each event will be charged to cover costs of trophies and 
engraving. Points are allocated thusly: First place 4 
points; Second place 3 points; Third place 2 points; One 
point is awarded for flying in the event.  
____________________________________________________ 

Office Wallahs... 
 

President: Ian Dixon  
 
Email: ian@perthartglass.com.au 
 
Secretary/Treasurer: Paul Baartz  
 
Email: paulbaartz@hotmail.com 
 
Vice President/Geezer Editor: Troy Latto 
 
Email: latto@iprimus.com.au 
 
Contest Co-ordinator: Rob Bovell 
 
Email: bert6058@yahoo.com.au 
 
The SAM270 Facebook Page is up and running! Just 
click the link above and hit “Like” when the page comes 
up so you can see all the action around the club. 
______________________________________________ 
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Dayton Flyer 3 
 

We left off last month with the aircraft of WWI, the elderly 
readers would remember America entering WW2 with the 
Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbour 7 December 1941.  The 
American Army Airforce as it was known in those days had 
only a limited array of aircraft available to respond. Those 
aircraft along with the less common aircraft not seen in 
Australia are the subject of the photos this month.  
 
 

 
 
Known as a formidable pursuit aircraft accompanying the 
daylight raids over Europe were the Republic P47 
Thunderbolts, this one an early version known as a ‘razor 
back’ later versions had the bubble canopy.  Not only were 
American aircraft displayed but those of the opponents as 
well.  A very rare example of a twin engined Dornier DO 17 
(flying pencil) bomber with its guided bomb responsible for the 
many raids on British factories and cities.   
 

 
 
Accompanying these bombers and defending the airspace 
over Germany was the Focke-Wulf 190 with its radial engine.   
 

 
 
A unusual observation aircraft was the ‘Stork’ renowned for it 
short take-off and landing (STOL) capabilities. 
 

 
If it wasn’t for the massive effort in bombing the factories of the 
Rhine the ME262 would have decimated the invading bombers 
of the allied airforces.  It superior performance and speed 
above all the allied fighters may have changed the outcome of 
the war if they had been allowed to populate.  Later versions 
were fitted with massive firepower a 50mm cannon. 
 

 
 
Not usually in the limelight were the supporting aircraft the C47 
and the C46 for their role in delivering supplies to the forward 
elements.  This one (C46) having a large concrete hand roller 
delivered (actual)to enable an airfield to be constructed in 
Borneo with an accompanying Jeep. 
 

 
 
To end the war the ‘BOCKSCAR’ that delivered the second 
bomb in Nagasaki, the B29 complete with the ‘BOMB’. 

 
 
We cut to the aircraft of the intervening era of the ‘Cold War’ in 
the next edition of the Geezer, if you thought the B52 was big 
look out for the ‘Peacemaker’. 
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Disposals 
 
Walt Good “Guff” 81 inch, Laser cut kit from Klarich. 
Comes with all ribs, bulkheads, rounded balsa parts, 
pre-bent undercarriage and folded plans. – suitable for 
Texaco      $100 
 
Pilot Akromaster Kit 52 inch, suitable for .46 to .60 two 
stroke or equivalent four stroke/electric. Comes with all 
balsa and hardware.(no RC/Motor/covering) $100 
 
1/2a Little Diamond – needs TLC. Comes with two 
HS55 Servo’s. Make good electric conversion $30 
 
¼ Scale Swick Taylorcraft – Professionally built 
competition grade scale model. Go well with a 20-30cc 
spark or equivalent electric. Comes with Futaba Servo’s 
and documentation  VERY regretful sale  $200 
 
Email latto@iprimus.com.au for more details 
 
Weathers Westerner (75%) – Built from Klarich kit and 
covered in “Hong Kong Kote”. Comes with servo’s but no 
motor/ESC. Currently electric powered but can be 
converted for use in Texaco   $180 
 
1970’s Satellite FF Power Kit – Wolf models Kit – comes 
with Laser cut ribs, rounded balsa parts and preformed 
undercart & plan. Suitable for FF open power $110 
 
Cyclone Antique 38 Kit – Wolf Models Kit - comes 
with Laser cut ribs, rounded balsa parts and preformed 
undercart,Folded CAD plans   $110 
 
I’m selling up a lot of my gear so contact 
Peter.Everitt@iinet.net.au for more details 
____________________________________________ 
 
New blood! 
 

 
 
Over the past few weeks young Ewan Mitchel has been keen 
to come out to the flying field with his ARF electric powered 
Cub and learn to fly. Dicko has been collecting him on the way 
and putting in some flights with him at the end of our comps. 
Young Ewan was keen to build a model of his own and made 
arrangements to spend the day in Dicko’s shed to devote some 
time to constructing a Tomboy. After the day’s session he had 
framed up the fuselage, built the tailplane, fin and rudder. He’s 
a quick learner and great to see a young teenager embracing 
our hobby. Well done Ewan! 

Just a minute! 
 
WAMAC.  Minutes of  general meeting held on: 13th 
June 12014. 
 
Held at: 20 Granville way, Willeton 
 
Meeting started at: 8.23pm with the president Ian Dixon 
in the chair. 
 
Members present: I.Dixon, P.Baartz, H.VanLeeuwen, 
B.Slynns-Daniels, M.Butcher, R.McDonald, G.McLure, 
R.Rowson, K.Hooper, R.Bovell, T.Latto 
 
Apologies: G.Cooke, A.Trott, P.Everitt 
 
Visitors: 
 
Correspondence inwards:  
Duration Times, Thermaleer, SAM2001 newsletter 
 
Correspondence outwards: Geezer to mailing list 

. 
Treasurers report:  
Balance at bank: $15,415.39      
20 members and 11 associates 
 
Minutes of previous meeting:  
 were confirmed as circulated to members. 
 
Business arising:  As Oakford site is uncertain it has 
been suggested we approach Serpentine Jarrahdale 
council regarding use of reserve sited on corner of Elliott 
Rd and S.W.Hwy in Keysbrook. Secretary to approach 
council. 
 
Some discussion regarding other sites especially 
possible site near “El Caballo Blanco” 
 
General Business: .Decided to re-schedule SAM 270 
events: 1/2A Electric and Burford to 6th July at 9.30 and 
11.00am respectively. 
 
Competition results:  
 
SAM 270 OT Duration:  1. Paul Baartz, 2. Ian Dixon, 3. 
Ray Sherburn 
    
Meeting Closed at: 9.06pm. Next meeting July 11 at 
20 Granville Way, Willeton, starting at 8:00pm. 
_____________________________________ 
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Contest Calendar for 2014 
 

Date             Event     Location Start time CD 
 

March 2  Combined Open (FF)  Meckering 9:00am  Chris Behr 
March 9  1/2a Texaco    Oakford  9:00am  Rob Bovell 
March 16  WAFFS Free Flight Cup  Meckering 9:00am  Chris Behr 
March 23  Burford Duration  Oakford  9:00am  Rob Bovell 
March 30  Mad March Malmstrom  TBA  TBA  George Car 
April 6   2cc Duration (Trial)  Oakford  9:00am  Rob Bovell 
April 13   Open Rubber State Champs Meckering 9:00am  Chris Behr 
April 13   SLOP State Champs  Meckering 9:00am  Chris Behr 
April 20   F/F Ebeneezer Mass launch TBA  TBA  George Car 
May 4    Power Scramble (AWA)  TBA  TBA  George Car 
May 4   HLG/CLG (AWA)  TBA  TBA  George Car 
May 11   Nostalgia   Oakford  9:00am  Rob Bovell 
May 18   P30 State Champs/F1G cup Meckering 9:00am  Rod McDonald 
May 18   Combined Open/FF Cup Meckering 9:00am  Rod McDonald 
May 25   1/2a Electric Texaco  Oakford  9:00am  Rob Bovell 
May 31 – 2 June F1A,F1B & F1C (AWA,TT)* Meckering 9:00am  Phil Letchford 
May 31 – 2 June Combined open/FF Cup  Meckering 9:00am  Phil Letchford 
June 8   OT Duration   Oakford  9:00am  Rob Bovell 
June 22   Escargot /WAMAC Cup  Meckering 9:00am  Adrian Dyson 
June 22   Combined Open/FF Cup Meckering 9:00am  Adrian Dyson 
June 29   38 Antique   Oakford  12:00pm Rob Bovell 
July 13   Nostalgia (AWA)  Oakford  9:00am  TBA 
July 20   Fuller/Nostalgia & F1Q  Meckering 9;00am  Paul Rossiter 
July 20   Combined Open/ FF Cup Meckering 9:00am  Paul Rossiter 
July 27   Burford (AWA)   Oakford  9:00am  TBA 
August 10  Standard Duration  Oakford  9:00am  TBA 
August 17 – 18  F1A,F1B & F1C (AWA TT)* Meckering 9:00am  Chris Behr 
August 17 – 18  Combined Open/ FF Cup Meckering 9:00am  Chris Behr 
August 24  OT Texaco   Oakford  9:00am  TBA 
September7  OT Duration (AWA)  Oakford  9:00am  TBA 
September 21  Standard Duration(AWA) Oakford  9:00am  TBA 
October 5  Vintage Glider (Trial)  Oakford  9:00am  TBA 
October 19  1/2A Electric (AWA)  Oakford  9:00am  TBA 
October 26  Texaco (AWA)   Oakford  9:00am  TBA 
November 9  1/2a Texaco (AWA)  Oakford  9:00am  TBA 
November 16  38 Antique (AWA)  Oakford  9:00am  TBA 
November 23  Tomboy rally   Oakford  9:00am  TBA 

 
Note: Events marked in BLUE are TRIAL events for 2013 run by SAM270. Events marked in RED are AWA State events 
run by WAMAC. Events marked in GREEN are WAFFS events included for members of WAMAC who fly free flight. All 
other events are club events run by SAM270 
 

Random Picture Pages 

 
A couple of Creeps! Basil Healy (1788) and Ian Dixon (270) show 

off their 2cc models at the SAM Champs. 
 

Kartoon Korna  
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Sam Supporters.. 

  

  
 

  
 

  
 
 

 

  Texas Timers   
 
Suppliers of clockwork and electronic timers and accessories for 

free flight aircraft 
 

Hank Nystrom 

Phone: (423) 282-6423 

Email: sales@texastimers.com 

www.texastimers.com 

 Larry Davidson 
66 Casa Mia Circle 

Moneta, VA. 24121-5307 
(540)721-4563 

Supplier of specialist model equipment for 
antique and spark ignition motors 

     Email: samchamp@jetbroadband.com 

 Want an Aussie made Ignition system?  
Who you gonna call? 

 
               Peter Scott!! 

 
Ignition coil assemblies with transistor - 

ready to go only $70!! 
 

. Contact qualmag@optusnet.com.au 
   Or Phone: (02) 9624 1262 

 

         Model Draughting Services 
Providers of quality laser cut Antique, Vintage, 
Nostalgia, Sport, Scale, Control Line and Free Flight 
kits, plans and accessories. 

Dave Brown 
2 Cary Ave 
Wallerwang, 2845, NSW 
Ph: 02 6355 7298  

                           Email: daveb@ix.net.au 

 

 
 
Klarich Custom Kits has been a family owned and operated business for over fifteen 
yearsserving clients around the world. We produce partial model air plane kits. 
Includingbut not limited toAntique old timer and Nostalgia free-flight. Hand crafting all 
thecurved parts, we have put together a partial kit for free-flight and adaptive radio-
controlled 

2301 Sonata Drive 
Rancho Cordova, Ca 95670 

Phone: (916) 635-4588 
KlarichKits@gmail.com 

 
Great products, excellent service, competitive pricing! 

 Aerotech Electronics 
 

Electronic ignition timers for sparkies! 
Receiver activated shutoffs eliminate 

mechanical switches and make your spark 
ignition installation a breeze! 

 
Email Marvin Stern:  IGN-sw@optimum.net 

 

 Owen Engines 
 

Authorized agent for PAW, MP JET, and Schlosser 
diesel engines and spare parts. GB reproduction 

diesels and spare parts are our speciality. 
 

Contact David Owen for a catalog at 
owendc@tpg.com.au 

 

 

3706 NORTH 33rd STREET     GALESBURG, MICHIGAN 49053-9715 (BEST TO CALL FIRST     (269) 665-9693) -     
 Email: aeroelectric@charter.net; Website: www.woodysengines.com 

 
AERO ELECTRIC* IS:  WOODY BARTELT AND ASSOCIATES. WE MAKE PARTS TO RESTORE OR MAINTAIN MOST 

ANTIQUE MODEL ENGINES.WE ALSO SOURCE AND SELL QUALITY REPRODUCTION ENGINES. 
 

OUR CURRENT CATALOG # 11B 
HAS 50 PAGES OF INFORMATION AND DETAILED LISTS OF NEW OLD STOCK AND REPRODUCTION PARTS. 
MAILED FIRST CLASS TO ANYWHERE IN THE U.S. FOR $15.00.  AND INTERNATIONAL AIR MAIL FOR $26.00  

ORDER NOW! 
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